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An Overview of Transportation Cyber Security

Everything is on the move, from people heading to work each day to goods being
transported across the country and the world. We rely so heavily on transportation, which 
itself relies on a massive, complex, interconnected, and increasingly automated web of 
infrastructure.

• More than 19,000 airports with 780,000 commercial flights a month

• 361 ports and 95,000 miles of coastline

• Billions of passenger trips on mass transit annually

• Four million miles of roadway with 600,000 bridges and 400 tunnels

Via plane, train, or automobile, the transportation sector supports nearly 10 percent of 
the U.S. GDP (gross domestic product), which includes monetary value of all goods and 
services produced within the United States1. Over the past couple of years, the industry has 
grown in complexity in logistical chains, production, facility and manufacturing partners, 
and plant management operations. As a result of this growth, the industry has shifted to 
more automated processes, turning paper into digital formats and using advanced analytics 
to address customer needs, placing more systems online2. Today, the
tentacles of the transportation industry are many and it is luring in cybercriminals.

While historically hackers have focused on penetrating banks, government agencies and 
healthcare companies, the reality is: any place where a hacker can access money and data 
to create a disruption fits the bill—and transportation industries are at risk.

As multiple technology systems and cyber security procedures are being employed and 
followed, unintended fragmentation occurs and opens doors for cyberattacks.

1 “Freight facts & Figures 2017 - Chapter 5: Economic Characteristcs of the Freight Transportation Industry”. Bureau of Transportation Statistics. 2017
2 Wyman, Oliver, “Time for Transportation and Logistics To Up Its Cybersecurity As Hackers Put It On Target List,” Forbes, 28 June 2017. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/oliverwyman/2017/06/28/time-for-transportation-logistics-to-up-its-cybersecurity-as-hackers-put-it-on-target-list/#4fb825cc6fb9
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3 Barbeau, Sean, Ph.D., “Enhancing Cybersecurity in Public Transportation,” National Center for Transit Research, 9 February 2018.
4 U.S. DOT, “How the U.S. Department of Transportation is Protecting the Connected Transportation System from Cyber Threats,” U.S. DOT, Accessed 4 October 2018.  
5 IBM Security, “Cybersecurity Threats Growing in Travel and Transportation Industry,” IBM Security, 21 May 2019.
6 Gronholt-Pedersen, Jacob, “Maersk says global IT breakdown caused by cyber attack,” Reuters, 27 June 2017.
7 Dignan, Larry, “FedEx said TNT Petya attack financial hit will be material, some systems won’t come back,” ZDNet, 17 July 2017.

Public transportation vehicles (e.g. buses, trains, airplanes) are perhaps the most exposed 
component of transit infrastructure3 because they carry a large number of individuals 
who are continuously entering and exiting the vehicle itself. As more transit vehicles offer 
public Wi-Fi, wireless fare payment technology, mobile access, and dedicated short range 
communications (DSRC), layers of complexity are added into transit communication 
networks.

This layered communication approach widens the attack surface for hackers, giving them 
multiple outlets and options in which to interject malicious code and information that can 
damage data, systems, and networks. As technological advances further transportation 
system’s abilities to communicate with one another and passengers, it will be even more 
important to protect the varied components that affect system performance.4

Examples of Transportation Cyberattacks

While many transportation companies understand the importance of keeping data and 
passengers safe and secure on their vehicles, a few companies have experienced the 
detrimental effects of an attack, even when precautions are taken and cyber security 
protocols are implemented.

Maersk is the world’s largest shipping company with 600 container vessels handling 15 
percent of the world’s seaborne manufactured trade6. In 2017, a Petya malware variant 
infected their IT systems disrupting transportation plant-wide and affecting some of 
the largest metropolitan ports in New York, New Jersey, Los Angeles, Europe and India. 
In addition, Federal Express also stopped trading on public markets and experienced 
significant delays due to the same virus, later reporting that it caused “material” damage to 
one of its subsidiaries, and that some systems would never come back to life7.

Since January of 2018, 566 million records from the travel and 
transportation industry have been leaked or compromised in publicly 
reported breaches5.

https://www.nctr.usf.edu/2018/02/enhancing-cybersecurity-in-public-transportation-scope/
https://www.satellitetoday.com/telecom/2017/07/21/transportation-sector-not-taking-cyber-threat-seriously-enough/
https://www.satellitetoday.com/telecom/2017/07/21/transportation-sector-not-taking-cyber-threat-seriously-enough/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/fedex-said-tnt-petya-attack-financial-hit-will-be-material-some-systems-wont-come-back/
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One of the most clamorous incidents occurred in June 2015 when the Polish national airline, 
LOT, announced that it cancelled 10 flights due to a cyberattack against the airline’s ground 
computer systems at Warsaw’s Okecie airport8.

What is certain is that no transportation system or network is safe. Today’s connected cars 
contain more code than all other forms of transportation – about six times more than an 
average airplane.

A single modern luxury vehicle could contain as much as 100 million lines 
of code. And hackers have already devised plans to take them down9. 

Popular hackers Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek have demonstrated how to hack a 
connected car remotely using the Uconnect automobile system, which is installed in nearly 
471,000 vehicles in the U.S. In 2015, they hacked into a Jeep Cherokee to demonstrate the 
ease with which an attack can occur. They used the car’s IP address to turn the car engine 
off, activate and de-activate the brakes, take remote control of the vehicle’s information 
display and entertainment system, and activate the windshield wipers.10 The Jeep Cherokee 
wasn’t the only model to fall victim to an attack. Chinese security researchers uncovered11 
vulnerabilities in the Tesla Model S sedan that provided access in both park and drive modes, 
including braking. Tesla issued an over-the-air patch to address the issue.

“Nearly half of transportation security professionals have already dealt with public 
scrutiny due to a data breach. In fact, 35 percent said they see thousands of daily 
threat alerts, of which only 44 percent are investigated.” 12

Available Resources for Transportation Cyber Security

Transportation security threats are impacting smart cities, as more regions move 
toward more digitized, connected transportation infrastructure. Given the benefits of this 
connectivity, including faster response times, timelier infrastructure repairs, improved 
traffic flow, and reduced CO2 emissions, these systems need proper support from the right 
organizations. For transportation operations with 1,000 employees or less, the following 
resources are available:

8 Paganini, Pierluigi, “The Transportation Industry is Increasingly Being Targeted by Hackers,” Security Affairs, 30 June 2016.
9 Desjardins, Jeff, “How many millions of lines of code does it take?” Visual Capitalist, 8 February 2017.
10 Paganini, Pierluigi, “Hackers Take Over Remotely a Fiat Chrysler Connected Car,” Security Affairs, July 21, 2015. 
11 Greenberg, Andy, “Hackers Cut a Corvette’s Brakes Via a Common Car Gadget,” Wired magazine, 11 August 2015.
12 Smart Cities World, “The Cyber Security Threat to Transportation,” Smart Cities World, 12 October 2017.

http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/48870/cyber-crime/transportation-industry-cybersecurity.html
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/millions-lines-of-code/ 
http://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/38739/hacking/connected-car-hacking.html
https://www.wired.com/2015/08/hackers-cut-corvettes-brakes-via-common-car-gadget/
https://www.smartcitiesworld.net/special-reports/special-reports/the-cyber-security-threat-to-transportation
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13 Smart Cities World, “The Cyber Security Threat to Transportation,” Smart Cities World, 12 October 2017.

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
NIST’s framework for improving critical infrastructure cyber security is a voluntary 
framework for reducing cyber risks in all areas of critical infrastructure.

Stop.Think.Connect
A national public awareness campaign aimed at increasing the understanding of cyber 
threats and empowering the American public to be safer and more secure online.

United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team 
This team is responsible for improving the nation’s cyber security posture, coordinating 
cyber information sharing and managing cyber risks.

For larger entities, transportation officials can reference designs from NIST when architecting 
their networks and systems in order to make them as secure as possible.13 In an interview 
with Barry Einsig, global automotive and transportation executive at Cisco, companies can 
also join an information sharing and analysis center (ISAC) to monitor the latest threats.

Four Skills to Begin Building an Elite Cyber Team for Transportation

Transit agencies must be proactive and approach cyber security risks with a holistic solution 
that involves a strategic focus growing professional’s skill sets. NIST CSF has defined five 
functional areas: Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, and Recover. These areas can be broken 
down into two main goals: protect and defend.

In the 1990’s organizations focused on how to protect an enterprise with the approach 
of “Securing the Perimeter” to defend against cyber threats. This approach often led to 
implementing security policies that impacted the organization’s ability to conduct mission/
business operations. When it was realized that a determined adversary only has to succeed 
with one attack and cyber defenders have to stop every attempt, the cyber community 
began to shift their focus to defend, almost to the exclusion of protection.

One common phrase in cyber security defense is “Protect is desired but Defend is required.” 
In other words, cyber threats are going to propagate in transportation networks and 
cyber security teams must be properly trained to identify those threats and to facilitate 
timely response and remediation while recovering business operations. Transportation 
organizations must have both goals in mind in order to adequately protect the mission or 
business entity against sophisticated adversaries and manage cyber risk. To do one or the 
other will result in an imbalance that fails under pressure.

https://www.smartcitiesworld.net/special-reports/special-reports/the-cyber-security-threat-to-transportation
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Skill 1. PROBLEM SOLVING USING AI

When security disasters occur, cyber teams need to understand how and where the attack 
happened. In order to hone problem-solving skills for your cyber team, Circadence’s Project Ares® 
cyber learning platform offers an AI-powered advisor named Athena. She guides trainees through 
solving complex cyber issues and gives trainees hints as they get stuck in exercises. 

Athena helps automate better decision making by collecting user performance data to help 
identify the most efficient solutions to the problem. Project Ares utilizes AI-informed cyber 
attack data to keep missions current with the most up-to-date threats. This allows trainees 
to continually sharpen their problem-solving skills against modern threat incidences. 

AI can also act as an adversary or force multiplier in cyber 
exercises within Project Ares, challenging trainees as they 
respond to issues. Machine learning models provide a general 
mechanism for organization-tailored obscuring of malicious 
intent, enabling adversaries to disguise their network traffic 
or even on-system behavior to look more typical to evade 
detection. These techniques enable AI adversaries to persist for 
longer, further challenging the trainee. 

Since AI emulates human cognition (e.g. learning based on 
experiences and patterns rather than inference), it can teach 
itself how to build models for pattern recognition. The becomes 
particularly valuable in cyber security training when Athena can 
generate a response for a trainee based on their progress and 
the data its tracking. Between the adversarial component and 
the in-game support, AI matures a trainee’s problem-solving 
abilities to help them build skills needed to defeat attacks on 
their transportation systems and networks.

Skill 2. INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

Relaying suspicious information from observed events requires strong and clear 
communication skills. In an ideal world, cyber security teams are exactly that: teams, 
comprised of multiple individuals, each of whom need to communicate effectively with one 
another to work together to protect and defend 14.

14 Nufryk, Jason, “Required Skills for Cyber Security Professionals,” IT Career Finder, 20 September 2017 

https://www.circadence.com/products/project-ares/ 
https://www.itcareerfinder.com/brain-food/blog/entry/required-skills-for-cyber-security-professionals.html
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Project Ares missions provides individual and team-based exercises to facilitate interpersonal 
communication. As you engage in these activities with others, you are developing problem-
solving and team building skills. Each singular work role needs to be a strong link in order to 
come together and build an unstoppable cyber defense.

Using a cloud-based cyber range such as Project Ares to encourage collaboration and 
problem-solving enhances interpersonal communication and helps to ensure there are no 
gaps in how teams rectify potential cyber threats.

Skill 3. GAMIFIED TECHNICAL CAPABILITY TRAINING

Cyber security is a technical and professional skills job, so knowing how to maintain database 
security and a wide knowledge of networks, hardware, and software in today’s changing digital 
world is a must. Adequate knowledge of basic networking principles both from a theoretical 
and practical application perspective15 is essential to a cyber team’s success. Professional 
skills like the ones mentioned above (e.g. problem-solving, interpersonal communication, 
team building, etc.) are also critical to a professional’s skill set. With cyberattacks getting 
more sophisticated as technology and interconnected systems become more prevalent in the 
transportation industry, aspiring and veteran cyber security professionals need to continuously 
develop these technical and professional skills in order to be adequately prepared to defend 
in real-world situations.

The Project Ares platform can meet this need, helping cyber professionals hone their 
skill sets through a unique gamified, active-learning training model, which allows users 
to understand both cyber concepts and how they show up in application. The platform 
uniquely combines machine learning, single-and multi-player exercises, and offensive and 
defensive missions that mirror real-life scenarios.

Gamification makes learning more engaging for users and increases knowledge and 
skills retention by 75% compared to standard classroom training environments15. Unlike 
compliance-driven teaching methods, gamified teaching engages practitioners individually 
and in teams, through modern learning strategies. It works by enabling learners to apply 
what they know to simulated environments or “worlds,” creating a natural flow that keeps 
learners engaged and focused. Further, it can deploy connected, interactive, social settings 
that allow learners to excel in competitive, strategic situations. As a result, it elevates the 
entire team’s performance, since all benefit from the best practices of each team member. 

 15 Tartell, Ross, “Strategies to make learning stick,” Training magazine, accessed 18 April 2018.

https://trainingmag.com/trgmag-article/strategies-make-learning-stick
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Skill 4. BIG PICTURE THINKING THOUGH PERFORMANCE MONITORING

Understanding the overall security posture of an organization and the workplace perspective 
on cyber security will help leaders and teams alike know how to better communicate the 
seriousness of the cyber climate today. Many call this “situational awareness,” and it’s so 
important for CISOs and cyber security leaders to take a step back and understand 
risks and threats in their workplace and in the cyber security industry as a whole.

Through Project Ares you are able to monitor everyone’s progress via built-in reporting 
capabilities in the Trainer View. By not just focusing on one individual, you can view 
performance and response to cyber situations through a holistic cyber range report of all 
team members and trainees. Tools that show a team’s performance in technical and non-
technical ways can help you take a step back and figure out where any gaps may be in your 
cyber defenses and offenses.

Conclusion

The human element is the weakest link in any security system. With the right talent and 
skills sets, you’ll have greater chances for success defeating attackers, staying aware of 
threats, and protecting your team, your company—and your job. These strategies will go 
a long way in preventing future attacks and prepare staff and systems to respond when 
things go astray. 

Since most transportation organizations keep their cyber security responsibilities in-house, 
building a culture of awareness within the organization that prioritizes education, training 
and awareness, is crucial to staying on top of threats. CISO’s can foster an organizational 
climate where information security risk is considered within the context of the 
overall business process. If customer satisfaction is a priority, taking these steps to 
proactively prepare for attacks using AI, gamified training, and performance monitoring 
will mitigate risk and make you and your team the heroes in transportation security.  

For a demonstration of how Circadence’s next generation learning and assessment 
solutions can empower and enable transportation cyber security teams, contact us at 
info@circadence.com or call 303.413.8800.

mailto://info@circadence.com
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Circadence® Corporation is a market leader in next 

generation cyber security readiness. Circadence’s 

ecosystem is the first fully immersive, AI-powered 

cybersecurity learning and assessment platform for 

government and enterprise organizations.

Circadence’s solutions modernize outdated and 

largely generic cyber security training with an 

advanced online gaming platform that delivers 

persistent, immersive and real-to life experiences 

that match and adapt to a contemporary threat 

environment. Visit www.circadence.com for more 

information.
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Washington, D.C. Sales Office

6715 Whittier Avenue, 3rd Floor

McLean, VA 22101
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